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ABSTRACT 

Automatic Linguistic Annotation is a promising solution to bridge the semantic gap in content-based image retrieval. 
However, two crucial issues are not well addressed in state-of-art annotation algorithms: 1. The Small Sample Size (3S) 
problem in keyword classifier/model learning; 2. Most of annotation algorithms can not extend to real-time online usage 
due to their low computational efficiencies. This paper presents a novel Manifold-based Biased Fisher Discriminant 
Analysis (MBFDA) algorithm to address these two issues by transductive semantic learning and keyword filtering. To 
address the 3S problem, Co-Training based Manifold learning is adopted for keyword model construction. To achieve 
real-time annotation, a Bias Fisher Discriminant Analysis (BFDA) based semantic feature reduction algorithm is 
presented for keyword confidence discrimination and semantic feature reduction. Different from all existing annotation 
methods, MBFDA views image annotation from a novel Eigen semantic feature (which corresponds to keywords) 
selection aspect. As demonstrated in experiments, our manifold-based biased Fisher discriminant analysis annotation 
algorithm outperforms classical and state-of-art annotation methods (1.K-NN Expansion; 2.One-to-All SVM; 3.PWC-
SVM) in both computational time and annotation accuracy with a large margin. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid advance in information science facilitates the generation and popularization of multimedia resources. Content-
based multimedia access is an emergent necessity while posing significant technical challenges. Content-based image 
retrieval aims at retrieving images based on their visual contents. However, the performances of state-of-art CBIR 
systems are still unsatisfactory due to the semantic gap between image visual features and human’s image perception. On 
the other hand, most users prefer textual queries in image search. And text-based image query has been a dominant 
interface in commercial image search engines, such as Google, Yahoo and MSN. Although manually image annotation is 
tedious and impossible for large-volume application, automatic image annotation by computer is a promising solution to 
address the semantic gap and seamless integrate into commercial application. 

    Recent works on image annotation can be classified into two categories: Statistical Model based Approach and 
Classification based Approach. In Statistical Model based Approach, the association between keywords and image 
contents are modeled by statistical textual-visual correlation. Representative works include: Translation Model (TM) [1], 
Cross Media Relevance Model (CMRM) [2] and Continuous Relevance Model (CRM) [3] and Two-Dimensional Multi-
resolution Hidden Markov Model (2D-MHMM) [4]. In Classification based Approach, a manually pre-labeled image 
collection is provided beforehand to learn the semantic associations between annotation keywords and corresponding 
image contents. Representative and recent works includes SVM, Bayesian Point Machine [5] and PWC-SVM [6].  

    However, the performance of either Statistical Model based Approach or Classification based Approach is still 
unsatisfactory in real-world annotation scenario. On one hand, in the case that the ground truth sets of annotation 
keywords are limited, the statistic correlation modeling [1, 2, 3, 4] or annotation classifier training [5, 6] would come 
across the problem of Small Sample Size (3S). On the other hand, most of representative annotation strategies [1, 2, 5, 6] 
annotate one image for a long time. However, real-time image annotation is an emergent task: 1. Ever increasing image 
volume needs the annotation algorithms to be computational efficiency. 2. Real-Time annotation is necessity in online 
image query or evaluation, such as ALIPR system [7].  
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Recently, manifold-based transductive learning has been proposed for image retrieval, whose merits lie in its perceptual 
simulation ability and excellent computational efficiency [8] [9]. These merits can be naturally adopted for efficient 
image annotation in 3S scenario. Derived from traditional information retrieval, most of CBIR schemes adopt 
Minkowski metric for similarity ranking, including L1 (Mahattan Distance), L2 (Euclidean Distance) and L∞ 
(Chebychev Distance). However, feature indexing strongly influences the performance of Minkowski metric. To address 
this problem, researchers in [12] adopt Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) for similarity ranking. However, EMD is still 
based on pairwise distance, which is oversimplified the relationship among all images in the database. anifold learning, a 
transductive learning scheme, is a promising solution to address this problem. The advantage of transductive learning lies 
in its excellent ability to address the Small Sample Size (3S) problem. Traditionally, based on manifold modeling of both 
labeled and unlabeled data, feature reduction strategies, such as ISOMAP [13] and SVD [14], can be adopted for data 
visualization to overcome the drawbacks of Minkowsky metric in Euclidean feature space. Manifold ranking is adopted 
in CBIR [8，9], in which the original image database is modeled as an “image space” by manifold modeling, based on 
which user RF interaction is utilized to “smooth” this manifold to reveal  human’s image perception. The metrics of 
manifold-based transductive learning lie in its perceptual simulation ability and excellent computational efficiency. 
These merits can be naturally adopted for efficient image annotation in 3S scenario. 

This paper presents a novel transductive annotation algorithm, which addresses above-mentioned two problems by 
keyword manifold co-training and biased Fisher discriminant analysis. Firstly, image database is simulated as a 
generalized manifold. It overcomes the limitation of presenting similarity metrics based on pairwise distance by 
transductive deduction. Secondly, to overcome 3S problem, we present a keyword co-training algorithm for semi-
supervised keyword semantic modeling, which adopts both Self Manifold and Reverse-Opposite Manifold to extend 
unlabeled data into training process. Finally, in online annotation process, we present a real-time annotation algorithm 
based on Biased Fisher Linear Discriminant (BFDA) for annotation keyword selection. Different from all existing 
methods, it views each keyword manifold as one semantic feature dimension for image description, based on which an 
effective BFDA process is proposed for Eigen feature selection (annotation keyword selection). Since the predefined 
image distance in keyword’s Floyd manifold graph and the fast matrix operation, proposed BFDA analysis is efficient for 
real-time application. 

2. KEYWORD MANIFOLD CO-TRAINING 

Learning algorithms often face a shortage of labeled data insufficiency. In the case of Small Sample Size (3S), many 
machine learning algorithms would come across over-fitting problem. On the contrary, in many application domains, 
there is a large amount of unlabeled data but only a very limited amount of labeled training data. Semi-Supervised (SS) 
Learning [15] [16] aims at overcoming this problem by using unlabeled data. It assumes that the distribution of labeled 
and unlabeled data are similar, which insures the correctness of unlabeled data usage. Many semi-supervised learning 
algorithms are investigated in recent years, such as Randomized MinCut [16], Transductive SVM (S3VM) and Manifold 
Learning [8] [9]. 

In image annotation, the annotated keywords (concepts) are usually numerous, with each a limited-sized training set. 
Meanwhile, in the case of CBIR relevance feedback, users are usually reluctant or unwilling to provide sufficient 
positive/negative labeling (examples), which results in insufficient training data for feedback learning. In contrast, the 
database volume is usually huge. Recently, works have been exploited in SS-based image annotation and retrieval. For 
instance, Zhou [17] adopts co-training for positive & negative classifier reinforcement to enhance the performance of 
relevance feedback. And manifold-based annotation [18] and retrieval [8] [9] methods are also transductive semi-
supervised learning. 

We adopt manifold-based transductive modeling to calculate and smooth pairwise distances among database images 
from a graph-based point-of-view. As demonstrated in [8,  9], by transductive deduction, manifold-based data modeling 
and smoothing can address the limitation of presenting similarity metrics based on pairwise distance. However, the 3S 
problem still exists in annotation model training. In this section, we will present our solution to 3S: Semi-Supervised (SS) 
image annotation. We present a novel SS manifold learning based on co-training of Self Manifold and Reverse-Opposite 
Manifold for each keyword. It adopts unlabeled data to address the 3S problem, based on which an enlarged ground truth 
set is constructed for keyword’s manifold modeling. 

Initially, images in the database are adopted to form a generalized manifold using the algorithm described as follows: 
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Suppose there are X images in the database, the feature extraction process extracts a feature vector Fi
j for image, in 

which i = (1 to n) is the feature dimension and j (1 to X) is the volume of image database.  

Tab.1 Generalized Manifold Construction 

1. Construct a X × X matrix G, its element (xa, xb) is the Euclidean Distance of Fn
a and Fn

b. 

2. For each line of matrix G, preserve the k0 smallest elements, set other elements as ∞. 

3. Search in the graph constructed by G, mark all un-connected graphs g1, g2,…,gc. Connect these c graphs by 
iteratively Huffman nearest graph-pair selection and connection. 

4. Adopt Gaussian kernel for distance perceptual smooth (Experiment in Section.4 and Fig.3). 

    Subsequently, the initial keyword manifold is constructed as follows: 

Tab.2 Keyword-based Manifold Warping 

1. Suppose there are ni annotation samples for keyword I, the keyword specific manifold contortion is a dual  

iteration, which each takes ni times. For each (j, k) pair (j = 1 to ni, k = 1 to ni), set element (xk, xl) in Original X×X 
Matrix as 0. 

2. Re-normalized the contorted keyword manifold by Gaussian kernel. 

3. Use Floyd graph connection algorithm to form the resulted manifold Gi, in which each element (xi,xj) represents  

the manifold-based graph distance between image i and j. 

    Finally, we present the following keyword co-manifold learning algorithm, which utilizes transductive semi-
supervised learning to address the 3S problem. 

3. MANIFOLD ANNOTATION BY BFDA BASED MIDEL FITTING 

Different from traditional annotation approaches such as Statistical Model based Approach and Classification based 
Approach, we consider the problem of computerized image annotation from a novel transductive analysis aspect: 
Semantic Feature Selection, in which each feature dimension represents a keyword to describe current image. The task of 
image annotation is transformed into the task of Eigen feature selection, based on which we proposed a Manifold-based 
Biased Fisher Discriminant Analysis (MBFDA) for efficient annotation.  

    Discriminant analysis, especially Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FDA) [10] is one of the most popular solutions 
for the small sample learning problem. LDA was first used in CBIR for discriminant feature selection. In this paper, we 
adopt FDA for model fitting based annotated keyword selection. In traditional feature reduction scenario, Fisher 
Discriminant Analysis aims at finding the feature dimensions that can most efficiently classify training samples. This is 
achieved by finding a projection dimension that can partition different classes by a largest margin. Mathematically, the 
FDA employs the Generalized Rayleigh Quotient criterion function for feature discriminant ability evaluation: 

  arg max ( ) arg max
t

B
t

w w w

w S w
w J w

w S w
= =  (1) 

    In which w is the candidate vector whose direction means current partition; SB is the between-class scatter matrix and 
Sw is the within-class scatter matrix (mi is the sample mean given by mi= ( ) /

i

i
x C

x n
∈
∑ ) given by: 

  1 2 1 2( )( )t
BS m m m m= − −  (2) 

  
1 2
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w
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= + = − − + − −∑ ∑  (3) 

In MBDFA, the annotation problem is view as neither Statistical Model based Approach nor Classification based 
Approach. For the first time, we consider the task of annotation as the process of Eigen semantic feature selection. The 
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manifold-based keyword models are viewed as the candidate feature dimensions in the semantic space to describe an 
image, based on which the annotation task is consider as selecting one or more most discriminant feature dimensions 
(keywords) that can best describe this image. We adopt FDA for the selection of Eigen features (annotated keywords): 
The test image is view as class 1 while the training set of each keyword is view as class 2, the features (keywords) with 
the minimum discriminant ability would be selected (Since it mostly agree that test image and training image of this 
keyword are unable to partition). Especially, SB and Sw are modified by fitting this “one class” problem: 
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    Subsequently, the MBFDA image annotation algorithm is that: For Manifold from i = 1 to n, we calculate SB
i’ and Sw

i’ 
using (4) and (5). And then select best keyword dimensions using the following selection criterion, which as the same 
time annotate this keyword to this test image: 

  
'

arg min ( ) arg min
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Fig.1 Manifold Co-Annotation 

Tab.3 Keyword Manifold Co-Training 

For Manifold from i = 1 to n 

Floyd Nearest Path Reasoning o(n3) of Gi: Gi’ 
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For each image j = 1 to mi (mi is the number of training set of ith keyword) 

Self Manifold: Rank j by ith manifold, get the ranking score: Fself  

Reverse Else Manifold: Opposite Rank j by other (n-1) Classifiers, get the ranking score: Fself  

Positive Vector D: d(j) = the distance between jth image and all positive samples Felse = Felse+D  

Get the highest sample xselect in Felse into ith manifold, add the highest sample in Fself into positive sample set.  

Update Gi by connecting the xselect with all nodes in the training set of keyword I. 

Re-Floyd Gi, get the renewed Gi’  

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

    To verify the efficiency of proposed method, four experiments are conducted on a subset of COREL image database, 
in which 20 image categories are utilized: Autumn, Bald-Eagles, Bears, Churches, Coasts, Elephants, Exotic Cars, 
Fields, Fighter Jets, Fish, Fungi, Helicopters, Icebergs, Pyramids, Roses, Sailboats, Sunrises, Tigers, Trains, Wolves. 
Their category names are adopted as annotation keywords; top 0-20 images of each category are adopted as training 
ground truth sets; top 21-40 images of each category are adopted as test sets. For each image, its accumulated color 
histogram of H component in HSV color space and textual co-occurrence features [11] are extracted as its feature vector. 
The annotation performance is evaluated by its accumulated precision of ranking MBFDA result keyword 1-20. 

Firstly, to demonstrate the efficiency of manifold-based distance assumption, we constructed manifolds at different 
nearest neighbor (NN) extension (k0 in Section 2), based on which we batch test the annotation results using proposed 
BFDA method in Section 3. Fig.2 shows the accumulated annotation precision in rank (top) 1-20. We compare 7 NN 
selection criterions. As presented in Fig.2, it is monotonic increasing from NN 2000 to NN 50, while over peak value in 
NN 50 (decreased in NN 25). Notice that NN 2000 means all nearest neighbors are reserved and hence is degenerated 
from manifold to globalized metrics.  As demonstrated in Fig.2, the efficiency of manifold embedding is prominent.  

 
Fig.2 NN Expansion Comparison of Manifold-based BFDA 

    Secondly, we evaluate the kernel selection to smooth the pairwise distance in manifold-ranking-based BFDA 
discrimination. In our experiments four different kinds of kernels are adopted (whose parameters are adjusted manually): 
Original Distance (No Kernel), Square Kernel, Laplasian Kernel ( d(xi, xj) = exp[-d(xi,xj)/2§2], § = 0.1 ), Gaussian 
Kernel ( d(xi, xj) = exp[-d2(xi,xj)/2§2], § = 0.05 ). Gaussian Kernel is chosen in our method since it outperforms the others. 
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Fig.3 Kernel Comparison of Manifold-based BFDA    

    Thirdly, proposed Manifold-based BFDA annotation algorithm is compared with 1. K NN Expansion; 2. One-to-All 
SVM; 3. PWC-SVM. The manifold-based K NN Expansion can be consider as the simplest Statistical Model based 
Approach method while One-to-All SVM and PWC-SVM are Classification based Approach. Our method significantly 
outperforms these methods with large margins. 

 
Fig.4 Result Comparison of Manifold-based BFDA with Baseline & State-of-Art Methods 

Finally, Fig.5 presents the annotation accuracy of each keyword in these 20 categories. In all 20 categories, proposed 
manifold-based BFDA annotation (MBFDA) always largely outperforms both the SVM and PWC-SVM. Finally, Tab.2 
presents the average annotation time of proposed method and 1. K NN Expansion; 2. One-to-All SVM; 3. PWC-SVM. 

 
Fig.5 Keyword Annotation Comparison of BFDA with Baseline & State-of-Art Methods 
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Tab.2 Training & Annotation Time Consuming of MBFDA vs. Baseline & State-of-Art Methods 

Time/Method MBFDA O2A SVM PWC-SVM Maniffold KNN EXPAN 
Annotation 1.2s 4.3s 7.8s 0.9s 

5. CONCLUSION 

    This paper presents a real-time image annotation algorithm: Manifold-based Biased Fisher Discriminant Analysis 
(MBFDA). We propose a manifold co-training algorithm to address the issue of small sample size problem in keyword 
model training, which is a transductive semi-supervised learning technique. In online annotation scenario, we present a 
Biased Fisher Discriminant (BFDA) based keyword dimension filtering method. Different from traditional methods such 
as Statistical Model based Approach or Classification based Approach, BFDA views image annotation as manifold-
based semantic feature (keyword) selection, which is adopted to find the Eigen representative feature (corresponding to 
keyword) to represent (annotate) the test image. Excellent computational efficiency of MFDA is achieved for real-time 
online annotation. Annotation performance of MFDA on COREL 2000 significantly outperforms both baseline and state-
of-art methods in both accumulated annotation precision and computational efficiency. 
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